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Are you looking for a cost effective, user friendly software
solution for your transport company?
Do you require customer / location specific pricing?
Are you struggling to manage the number of connotes within
your company?
Could you benefit from an “all in one system”, that helps
manage your customers from consignment note to invoice to
allocating receipts to generating statements?
Have you reviewed other software solutions that seem too
complex, too expensive or not beneficial to your company?

IF YOU HAVE ANSWERED YES TO ANY OF THE ABOVE QUESTIONS, TRANSIT! IS FOR YOU!
TransIT!
TransIT! is a consignment note and invoicing system that interfaces directly into MYOB Accounting suites (as well as
other accounting software). TransIT can handle a large number of transactions and is flexible enough to cater for
multiple depots.
TransIT software allows customer specific pricing for all items listed on consignment notes. TransIT can store
negotiated prices / rates by customer and it can automatically apply them to the invoice.
Invoices are generated from TransIT either weekly, monthly or on request and the summarised data is sent to MYOB
for accounts monitoring.
TransIT! Features:













TransIT! stores negotiated prices / rates by customer for generating of invoices.
TransIT! the jewel in the crown is the ability to store customer specific prices / rates by delivery item
(parcel, carton, pallet etc).
TransIT! has location specific prices / rates by delivery item.
TransIT! holds consignment notes in monthly “buckets” making it easy to find, manage and track historical
transactions.
TransIT! provides the ability to have parent customers and sub customers. Delivery specific pricing can apply
to just the customer, the subcustomer or both!
TransIT! transfers invoices to MYOB via direct interface at your preferred detail level .
TransIT! has the ability to send daily summary invoices offsite if required (company manager / owner’s home
office, share holders and or other 3rd parties).
TransIT! runs using the latest windows technology and the latest edition of Microsoft SQL for fast, flexible
and reliable data access.
TransIT! requires minimal computer resources and so additional hardware for TransIt is not usually required.
TransIT! suits the smallest transport company to the large multi site company.
TransIT! is a multi-user system allowing multiple users to access the system over a network.
TransIT! has many reports (summary and detail) available based on the data captured in the system. These
reports can be emailed, printed or exported to files like excel at any time.

Please Note: We at Regional IT are proud of our ability to work with our clients to tailor software to the
needs of our client’s specifications.
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